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From the President's Desk

Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee from your presence? If I go
up to the heavens, you are there; if I make my bed in the depths, you are
there. 
- Psalm 139:7-8

God’s omnipresence is clearly described in Scripture; whether we “feel” Him or
not, we can rest in the knowledge that He remains with us. And we rejoice in
the moments that His presence is made known, especially to those who have
not yet encountered Him.

As you’ll see in this issue of SEEDS, whether in the midst of tragedy – such as
Japan has seen in recent months – or in the humble life of a Russian orphan,
God’s presence is transformational. Thank you for being a part of ministries
that seek to make His presence known throughout the nations.

Sam Metcalf
President, CRM-US

AWARENESS: Japan

While the tragedy of the 9.0-
earthquake and massive tsunami in
Japan over three months ago has
disappeared from front-page
headlines, the devastation is still
unfolding.

In the midst of this, both staff and
friends of CRM have shown
overwhelming compassion through
financial generosity as well as
prayer support for those affected
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by the disaster....read more.

Related Articles:
Japan earthquake overview (BBC News)
Japan warns of post-quake mental health risks (AFP) 
Plight of Japan’s ‘tsunami orphans’ (CNN)

If you’d like to make a donation towards relief efforts, you can do so here.
 

NEW RELEASE: Infinitely More

Infinitely More tells the extraordinary life story
of Alex Krutov, the Director of Development
and Co-Founder of The Harbor in St.
Petersburg, Russia.

The Harbor is a ministry of CRM that cares for
young adult orphans by helping them
successfully transition and integrate into
mainstream life in Russia.

After his mother abandoned him in a dumpster
at just three days old, Alex should not have
survived. Yet he was found and placed in the
Russian orphanage system. His childhood from
then on consisted of adoption, abuse, running
away, living on the streets, and a return to the
orphanage system. But his life turned around
thanks to the ministry of Christian missionaries
able to enter Russia from the West after the
collapse of the Soviet Union.

Despite a life spent largely in despair, Alex’s story – forever altered by God’s
pursuit of him – has become one of meaning and hope.

Buy Infinitely More on Amazon
Buy the Kindle Edition on Amazon
Partner with The Harbor
Give to support the work of The Harbor
 

MEDITATION: Presence

For in him we live and move and
have our being. - Acts 17:28

Recently, I sat in a church budget
planning meeting. We opened in
prayer, looked at last year’s giving
and budget, estimated the coming
year’s giving, spread that among
ministries, and closed in prayer.

Later, a small group and I met with
a Christian brother who was
struggling with deep fears rooted
in childhood abuse. We listened to
his story and gathered around him
as we sought the healing that only Jesus could bring. Silence as well as words
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of forgiveness, insight, and relinquishment were followed by Jesus’ healing and
power, which set our brother free.

These circumstances led me to ask, where is Jesus in my life situations?

So often we believe He is with us, yet we feel and act as though He were off in
Heaven somewhere, glancing our way occasionally. We may ask for help, but
we still simply do the best we can with our limited resources and then ask God
to bless it.

Is it possible that God is as interested in leading and blessing us in “ordinary”
situations, such as budget meetings, as He is in “spiritual” ones, like times of
healing prayer? Jesus, help us to truly believe that You are present and able to
bring Your power into every circumstance of our lives.

Tom Ashbrook serves with Imago Christi in Denver, Colorado.
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